Abstract: Linear Transformed Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (LTOBDDs) have been suggested as a generalization of OBDDs for the representation and manipulation of Boolean functions. Instead of variables as in the case of OBDDs parities of variables may be tested at the nodes of an LTOBDD. By this extension it is possible to represent functions in polynomial size that do not have polynomial size OBDDs, e.g., the characteristic functions of linear codes. In this paper lower bound methods for LTOBDDs and some generalizations of LTOBDDs are presented and applied to explicitly defined functions. By the lower bound results it is possible to compare the set of functions with polynomial size LTOBDDs and their generalizations with the set of functions with polynomial size representations for many other restrictions of BDDs.
Introduction
Branching Programs or Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) are a representation of Boolean functions with applications in complexity theory and in programs for hardware design and verification as well. In complexity theory branching programs are considered as a model of sequential computation. The goal is to prove upper and lower bounds on the branching program size for particular Boolean functions in order to obtain upper and lower bounds on the sequential space complexity of these functions. Since for unrestricted branching programs no method to obtain exponential lower bounds is known, a lot of restricted variants of branching programs has been considered; for an overview see e.g. Razborov [21] .
In hardware design and verification data structures for the representation and manipulation of Boolean functions are needed. The most popular data structure are Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs), which were introduced by Bryant [3] . They allow the compact representation and the efficient manipulation of many important functions. However, there are a lot of other important functions for which OBDDs are much too large. For this reason a large number of generalizations of OBDDs has been proposed as a data structure for Boolean functions. Many of these generalizations are restricted branching programs that are also investigated in complexity theory. Hence, the lower and upper bound results and methods from complexity theory are also useful in order to compare the classes of functions for which the different extensions of OBDDs have polynomial size.
In this paper we consider several variants of branching programs that are obtained by introducing linear transformations in OBDDs or generalized variants of OBDDs. In order to explain the differences between ordinary OBDDs and OBDDs with linear transformations we first repeat the definition of BDDs/branching programs and of OBDDs. A Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) or Branching Program for a function has to be chosen. The label of the sink at the end of the computation path is equal to & ¡ .
In Section 2 we present an alternate definition of LTOBDDs. There we also define several extensions of LTOBDDs. An example of an LTOBDD is shown in the left of Figure 1 . We remark that the linear independence of the linear tests of a generalized variable ordering is necessary, since otherwise not all inputs can be distinguished by the LTOBDD and, therefore, not all functions can be represented.
The evaluation of linear tests instead of single variables at the nodes of BDDs was already suggested by Aborhey [1] who, however, only considers decision trees. Linear Transformed OBDDs have been suggested as a generalization of OBDDs (Meinel, Somenzi and Theobald [19] ), since they are a more compact representation of Boolean functions than OBDDs. The results of Bern, Meinel and Slobodová [2] on Transformed BDDs imply that the algorithms for the manipulation of OBDDs can also be applied to LTOBDDs so that existing OBDD packages can easily be extended to LTOBDDs. Furthermore, the well-known sifting algorithm due to Rudell [22] for the computation of (heuristically) good variable orderings for OBDDs can be adapted to compute good generalized variable orderings for LTOBDDs (Meinel, Somenzi and Theobald [19] ). Günther and Drechsler [10] present an algorithm for computing optimal generalized variable orderings.
An example that shows the power of LTOBDDs are the characteristic functions of linear codes. For more details about linear codes we refer to MacWilliams and Sloane [18] . It is easy to see that all characteristic functions of linear codes can be represented by LTOBDDs of linear size: In order to check whether a word £ belongs to a linear code it suffices to test whether the inner product of £ and each row of the parity check matrix of the code is equal to . For each row we can choose a linear test that is equal to the inner product of the row and the input. Since the rows of the parity check matrix are linearly independent, we can choose these linear tests as a generalized variable ordering of an LTOBDD, and an LTOBDD computing the NOR of these linear tests also computes the characteristic function of the code. On the other hand, exponential lower bounds on the size of many restrictions of branching programs are known for the characteristic functions of certain linear codes: Exponential lower bounds for syntactic read--times branching programs are proved by Okol'nishnikova [20] , for nondeterministic syntactic read--times branching programs by Jukna [12] , for semantic ¡ ¦ ¢ ¡ -branching programs by Jukna and Razborov [14] , and for
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OBDDs by Jukna [13] . The definition of
OBDDs is given in Section 2. We omit the definitions of the other variants of branching programs since they are not subject of this paper, but we would like to point out that these variants of branching programs are the most powerful ones for which exponential lower bounds can be proved.
The aim of this paper is to present methods to prove exponential lower bounds on the size of LTOBDDs and some generalizations of LTOBDDs. Many lower bounds for restricted BDDs have been proved by arguments based on communication complexity theory. Roughly, the BDD is cut into two parts so that some part of the input is known only in the first part of the BDD and the other part of the input only in the second part of the BDD. If the computation of the considered function requires the exchange of a large amount of information between those two parts of the input, the cut through the BDD and, therefore, also the BDD has to be large. For LTOBDDs this approach is more difficult to apply. If in one part of the LTOBDD
is tested and in the other part
, one can hardly say that nothing about £ ¢ ¥ is known in one of the parts of the LTOBDD. The main result of this paper is to show how to overcome this problem.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we repeat the definitions of several variants of BDDs and define the corresponding variants of LTOBDDs. In Section 3 we present lower bound methods for LTFBDDs (i.e., LTOBDDs with a relaxed variable ordering condition) and in Section 4 for
Further Definitions
Before we define some generalizations of LTOBDDs we discuss an alternate definition of LTOBDDs, which is equivalent to that given in the Introduction and will be useful in our lower bound proofs. In order to simplify the notation we always assume that vectors are column vectors and we also use vectors as arguments of functions. Furthermore we only consider vector spaces over 
for some function and of an OBDD for some function¨so that
for some function¨, so that
. If we draw LTFBDDs as FBDDs with linear tests at the internal nodes, we see that at most @ different linear tests may occur in an LTFBDD. Another possibility to define LTFBDDs is to allow an arbitrary number of different linear tests. We call the resulting variant of LTFBDDs strong LTFBDDs: In a strong LTFBDD the linear tests of each computation path have to be linearly independent. This definition is quite natural, since the term "free" in the name FBDD means that a path leading from the source to some node % can be extended to a computation path (a path corresponding to some input) via the -edge leaving % and the -edge as well. In a BDD this is obviously equivalent to the read-once property. In linear transformed BDDs this is possible iff on each path the linear tests performed on this path are linearly independent.
Obviously, an LTFBDD is also a strong LTFBDD, while the opposite is not true. We shall even see in the following section that polynomial size strong LTFBDDs are more powerful than polynomial size LTFBDDs so that the name strong LTFBDD is justified. 
& ¡ !
iff the number of computation paths for to the -sink is odd. By the given definition it is easy to observe that OFDDs can be replaced by
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OBDDs of the same size (Gergov and Meinel [8] ). The same holds for so-called OKFDDs (Ordered Kronecker FDDs), which are an extension of OFDDs (Drechsler, Sarabi, Theobald, Becker and Perkowski [7] ). In the same way as described above linear transformations can be introduced into OFDDs and OKFDDs, and many of the algorithms on OFDDs and OKFDDs easily generalize to the linear transformed versions. Since linear transformed OFDDs and OKFDDs can be simulated by 
Lower Bounds for LTFBDDs and a Comparison of LTFBDDs and Strong LTFBDDs
Lower bounds for FBDDs can be proved by cut-and-paste arguments as first shown by Wegener [25] andŽák [26] . The following lemma describes an extension of the cut-andpaste method that is suitable for LTFBDDs. the same sets of linear tests are performed and they join after at most tests. Now, we may apply the same arguments as above to obtain a contradiction, since the arguments also hold for ¥ 2 ¦ . It remains to apply this method to a particular function. We call the function defined in the following the matrix storage access function MSA. We remark that a similar function was considered by Jukna, Razborov, Savický and Wegener [15] . Let 
interpreted as a binary number. Then In the following theorem we state a polynomial upper bound on the size of strong LTFBDDs for MSA. Hence, polynomial size strong LTFBDDs can represent a larger class of functions than polynomial size LTFBDDs, and we get a justification to distinguish between these two restrictions of linear transformed BDDs. 
Lower Bounds for LTOBDDs, LTOBDDs and Nondeterministic LTOBDDs
LTOBDDs,
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LTOBDDs and nondeterministic LTOBDDs have in common that they respect a generalized variable ordering. Hence, we shall apply communication complexity based arguments in order to prove lower bounds. For an introduction into communication complexity theory we refer to the monographs of Hromkovič [11] and Kushilevitz and Nisan [17] . We are going to prove lower bounds on the communication complexity by constructing large fooling sets. In order to introduce the notation we repeat the definition of fooling sets. 1.
We say that § is a strong fooling set if it has the following property 2¡ instead of property 2 from above. lead to the same sink which is a contradiction to the fact that by the definition of the fooling sets the function does not take the same value for all these inputs. Hence, we get a contradiction to the assumption that the size of 0 is less than . Although the lemmas imply that the well-known fooling-set method can be extended to prove lower bounds on the size of LTOBDDs and their generalizations, it remains the problem to apply this method to an explicitly defined function. In the following we define the function INDEX-EQ, a combination of the functions INDEX and EQ, which are both wellknown functions in communication complexity theory. We get lower bounds on the size of LTOBDDs,
LTOBDDs and nondeterministic LTOBDDs by constructing large fooling sets which are even simultaneously strong fooling sets and -fooling sets. Because of the first condition the computation of the function includes the test whether the words whose bits are addressed by the pointers are equal. The second and the third condition ensure that the equality test has only to be performed if the pointers are ordered and if either all -pointers are smaller than all -pointers or vice versa. We remark that the last two conditions are not necessary for the proof of the lower bound. These conditions allow to prove a polynomial upper bound on the FBDD size of INDEX-EQ, which we shall state at the end of this section.
Theorem 9:
The size of LTOBDDs, . If two -pointers or two -pointers address the same variable, the pointers are not ordered and this is recognized at the latest when the second pointer is read. Then the computation is aborted so that the addressed bit is read only once. If there is an -pointer and a -pointer addressing the same bit, the -pointers or the -pointers are not ordered or the -pointer is not smaller than ¡ . Again the addressed bit is read only once.
. The numbers in the figure refer to the following list of functions proving that the corresponding inclusion is proper or proving that the classes are not comparable. In order to make Figure 2 clearer, the relations between P-LTOBDD and NP-LTOBDD and some related classes are drawn separately.
First we remark that it is easy to see that all inclusions shown in Figure 2 hold. Besides the functions mentioned in the following, in the literature a lot of functions can be found that witness that the inclusions (1), (3) and (15) are proper. E.g., the so-called Hidden Weighted Bit Function HWB only has exponential size OBDDs (Bryant [4] ) but polynomial size FBDDs (Sieling and Wegener [23] ) and polynomial size 1
OBDDs (Gergov and Meinel [8] ), which are simultaneously polynomial size nondeterministic OBDDs.
Our results on the function MSA prove that the inclusions (1), (7), (13), (15) and (18) are proper. The polynomial upper bounds for nondeterministic OBDDs and
Conclusion
We conclude that the methods presented in this paper allow to prove exponential lower bounds for several variants of linear transformed BDDs. In particular, it is possible to separate the classes of functions with polynomial size representations for many variants of linear transformed BDDs. It remains an open problem to prove exponential lower bounds for strong LTFBDDs.
